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SOLUTION DYED ACRYLIC 
FABRIC is a durable, high-
performance synthetic fabric 
made by adding coloured 
dye to the acrylic fibers. This 
makes it one of the most 
fade resistant fabrics, ideal 
for harsh UV rays. It’s also 
mildrew resistant, highly 
durable, and soft to touch.

TEAK is a durable hardwood 
timber that’s been used for boat 
building and furniture making for 
centuries, thanks to it’s strength 
and longevity. Teak will survive 
many years outdoors with little or 
no structural deterioration thanks 
to its highly water-resistant 
quality and natural oils. We 
carefully select A Grade Teak.

Milford  
Lounge Chair

Make a style statement with the Milford Lounge Chair. 
Handcrafted with clean teak lines and a modern silhouette, 
it is a perfect fireside perch. Pair with the larger 2 or 5 seater 
lounges for the ultimate outdoor lounge setting. Designed 
to reflect Aotearoa’s beauty and endure her elements.
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QUICKDRY RETICULATED 
FOAM is used for our cushion 
inners. This foam has large 
pores to allow water to drain 
quickly and air to circulate, 
ensuring it maintains it’s 
shape and comfort despite 
the elements.

FRAME A Grade Teak
MATERIAL Solution Dyed Acrylic Fabric
COLOUR Contact Devon for fabric colour options
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Milford Lounge 
2 Seater

The 2-seater Milford lounge is a comfortable 
must-have for outdoor relaxation, and the modern 
silhouette makes a style statement. Designed to 
reflect Aotearoa’s beauty and endure her elements.
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